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To have found God and still to pursue Him is a paradox of love, scorned indeed by the

too-easily-satisfied religious person, but justified in happy experience by the children of the burning

heart. Saint Bernard of Clairvaux stated this holy paradox in a musical four-line poem that will be

instantly understood by every worshipping soul:  We taste Thee, O Thou Living Bread, And long to

feast upon Thee still: We drink of Thee, the Fountainhead And thirst our souls from Thee to fill. 

Come near to the holy men and women of the past and you will soon feel the heat of their desire

after God. Let A. W. Tozer's pursuit of God spur you also into a genuine hunger and thirst to truly

know God.
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Among the more than 40 books that he authored, at least two are regarded as Christian classics:

The Pursuit of God and The Knowledge of the Holy. His books impress on the reader the possibility

and necessity of a deeper relationship with God.

If you were attracted to the title and perhaps the history of this fine author I will say with surety that

this work will not disappoint!! It is a book for the serious of heart and desiring to draw closer to God

and reap the benefits of communion and a greater anointing. Author A.W. Tozer holds nothing back

in his straightforward way of revealing how sin, self, and pride are stumbling blocks preventing true

union with God.In each of these chapters the reader will gain greater clarity on how to pursue God

and follow hard after Him. His illustration of the Old Testament tabernacle will relay how the interior



journey of the soul goes from sin to God's presence. The many sins of "self" will need to be brought

to the cross, he states before the veil of true communion can take place. "Self is the opaque veil that

hides the face of God from us. We must confess, forsake, repudiate the self life and then reckon it

crucified ".As you discover how a defective faith can result in spiritual numbness, too will be the

revelation of how obedience can give Inward revelation and acute perception, enabling us to

experience God as one pure in heart. Programs and church attendance can still leave one inwardly

bankrupt. Tozer exhorts us to get still to wait on God to hear him speak to our hearts. Accept His full

Lordship and give forth complete submission. "We will acquire a new view point and mindset and a

new power will begin to surprise us".This book, quite frankly, will revolutionize your life if you

determine wholeheartedly to be a "doer"and not just a "hearer". These are simple, yet profound

principles upon which any believer can follow if they choose to do so. I give this book a five star

rating for the quality content and to the point principles. Allow it to change your life forever.

I love the way the author puts things into perspective as far as who the Lord is and what it means to

truly seek and follow Him. He shows us how our sin effects our relationship with God and reveals to

us real-life situations, thoughts, acts, and behaviors that we may struggle with, and how we can over

come them through Jesus. I love the end-of-chapter prayers that help bring us a step closer in our

pursuit of God! Great read!!! I would definitely recommend to anyone seriously wanting to walk

closer with the Lord!

What a great book. I think I'll be reading this for years to come.Something about the common

scholar feel of Tozer... I just felt like he got it.Add it to your collection, read it in your free time, keep

it as a quick inspiration... but have this book in your library.Love it.

This is gold. The material requires multiple times through. There is the use of old English Bible

(KJV) so the thou and thee are there. The material is deep and becomes richer the second time

around. I bought this as a MP3 CD and listen in my car, very convenient.

So very encouraging & thought provoking. My heart was deeply moved by the profound insightful

realities contained in this book about THE BOOK. I know I must read it again & probably again &

again, to glean as best I can, the nuggets of wisdom contained therein! I think every Christian will be

blessed by reading this awesome book!



From the moment I had this book in my hands, I could not let it go! It is a great read and its

message is surely eternal. Most of the topics Christians faced in that year are still arising at

churches now a days. It is a must read for anyone who wants to learn more about God.

This book was so amazing! I love how timeless God's truth is. The things Tozer says about the

church and Christians today are just as true (if not more) than they were 70 years ago!Personally,

this book came at such a needed time in my life. And the practical truth was amazing! I especially

loved the prayers at the end of each chapter. This is one I'm going to read and re-read over and

over!Highly recommend!!

If this isn't Tozer's best book, it should be. Many Christians today just take Jesus in hope to avoid

hell. Tozer goes for God. I have always wondered why great men desired God, Tozer studied the

same men. This book will differentiate the lazy Laodiceans from the Pauls, Peters and James.Tozer

met God; he wants all to obtain the prize.
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